The Toy Adaptation Program within the College of Engineering at The Ohio State University provides adapted toys to children with special needs while teaching technical skills and connecting engineering and community impact. All toys we receive will be adapted and donated! The following are examples of toys that are adaptable and needed by the program. If you would rather make a monetary donation, that can be done at go.osu.edu/osutap. Thank you and please direct any questions to eng-eed-tap@osu.edu.

Stack n Spin Burger
Amazon - $16.99
Walmart - $11.00

Vtech Zoo Jams Guitar
Amazon - $26.48
Target - $18.89

Fisher Price Laugh & Learn Lantern
Amazon - $20.00
Walmart - $19.99

WolVol Bump & Go Action Electric Train Toy
Amazon - $16.94

Vtech Spinning Lights Learning Hippo
Amazon - $18.63
Walmart - $18.63

Fisher Price Groove & Glow Beatbo
Amazon - $13.78
Target - $7.99

Hasbro Talking ABC Elmo (and 123 Cookie Monster)
Amazon - $14.74
Target - $19.99

LeapFrog My Pal Violet/Scout
Amazon - $15.99
Target - $14.79

Tonka Toughest Minis
Amazon - $11.73
Meijer - $5.99

Cra-Z-Art Spinning Art
Amazon - $14.99
Target - $14.99

Gazillion Bubble Hurricane Machine
Amazon - $11.55
Walmart - $12.66

Baby Eintein Keys to Discover Piano Toy (Small)
Amazon - $8.98
Target - $6.69